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9-2-1108. Private industry councils.
A private industry council shall function within each service delivery area
to provide policy guidance and oversight for programs delivered under the Job
Training Partnership Act and to coordinate all job training programs operating within the area. Specific functions include:
(1) preparing the local job training plan;
(2) reviewing plans and operations of other agencies involved in job
training or placement activities;
(3) determining administrative structure and selecting administrative,
training, and other service providers;
(4) providing program oversight;
(5) assessing needs and problems in the labor market;
(6) determining services to be provided;
(7) assisting in economic development efforts for the purpose of creating new jobs in the area;
(8) coordinating with agencies involved in job training and placement
activities; and
(9) monitoring and evaluating performance of the job training system
within the area.
History: C. 1953, 55-17-13, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 137, § 8; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 241, § 89.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 55-17-13, and inserted "with" in Subsection
(8).

Job Training Partnership

Act. -

See

§ 9-2-1102(2).

PART 12
INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE FUND
9-2-1201. Purpose

statement.

The Legislature finds and declares that the fostering and development of
industry in Utah is a state public purpose necessary to assure the welfare of
its citizens, the growth of its economy, and adequate employment for its citizens.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-1, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 231, § 1; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 241, § 90.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-80-1.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 231 be-

came effective on March 18, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.
Appropriations. - Laws 1992, ch. 145, § 2
appropriates $443,000 from the General Fund
to the Industrial Assistance Fund for fiscal
year 1991-92 for use by the Department of
Community and Economic Development for
the purposes provided in this part.
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Definitions.

As used in this part:
(1) "Administrator" means the Department of Community and Economic Development.
(2) "Board" means the Board of Business and Economic Development.
(3) "Fund" means the restricted account known as the Industrial Assistance Fund created in Section 9-2-1203.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-2, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 231, § 2; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 241, § 91.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as

9-2-1203.

Industrial

§ 63-80-2; substituted "part" for "chapter"; and
made a corresponding reference change.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 231 became effective on March 18, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, ~ec. 25.

Assistance

Fund created.

There is created within the General Fund a restricted account known as the
Industrial Assistance Fund. The fund shall be administered by the administrator under the direction of the board. Interest accrued from investment of
monies in the fund shall remain in the fund. Up to $375,000 from the fund
shall be deposited in the Utah Capital Access Fund. The administrator may
hire appropriate support staff. The cost of administering the fund shall be paid
from monies in the fund.
came effective on March 18, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.
Appropriations. - Laws 1992, ch. 199, § 1,
effective July 1, 1992, appropriates $557,000
from the General Fund to the Industrial Assistance Fund for fiscal year 1992-93 to be used as
provided in§§ 63-80-1 through 63-80-6, which
have been renumbered as §§ 9-2-1201 to
9-2-1206.

History: C. 1953, 63-80-3, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 231, § 3; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 241, § 92.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-80-3.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 231 be-

9-2-1204.

Loans and assistance

-

Repayment -

Credits.

(1) Any qualifying company may receive loans or other financial assistance
from the fund for expenses related to establishment, relocation, or development of industry in Utah.
(2) The administrator shall have the authority to determine the structure,
amount, and nature of any loan or other financial assistance from the fund.
Each such form of financial assistance shall be structured so the intended
repayment or return to the state of Utah, including cash or credit, equals at
least the amount of the assistance together with an annual interest rate of
10%.
(3) The administrator may provide for a system of credits that may be used
in lieu of cash repayment of a fund loan. The value of these credits shall be
based on factors determined by the administrator, including the number of
Utah jobs created, the increased economic activity in Utah, and other events
and activities that occur as a result of the loan.
(4) If loan repayments are in cash, they shall be deposited, including any
interest, into the fund. If the repayments are in the form of credits as provided
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in Subsection (3), the administrator and the Division of Finance shall determine the manner of recognizing and accounting for the credits.
(5) At the end of each fiscal year, after the transfer of surplus General Fund
revenues has been made to the Budget Reserve Account as provided in Section
63-38-2.5, any additional unrestricted, undesignated General Fund balance,
except the first $10,000,000 of additional unrestricted, undesignated General
Fund balance on June 30, 1992, shall be earmarked to the Industrial Assistance Fund in an amount equal to any credit that has accrued under this part.
These credit amounts may not be used for purposes of the fund as provided in
this part until appropriated by the Legislature.
formerly appeared as § 63-80-4, and added
Subsection (5).
This section is set out as reconciled by the
Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 231 became effective on March 18, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

History: C. 1953, 63-80-4, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 231, § 4; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 145, § 1, and by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 93.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment by ch. 241, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered this section, which formerly appeared as § 63-80-4.
The 1992 amendment by ch. 145, effective
July 1, 1992, renumbered this section, which

9-2-1205. Qualification

for assistance.

(1) The administrator shall determine which industries, companies, and
individuals qualify to receive funds from the fund. In order to qualify for
assistance loan from the fund, each applicant shall:
(a) demonstrate to the satisfaction of the administrator that the applicant will expend funds in Utah with vendors and subcontractors or other
businesses in an amount proportional with monies provided from the fund
at a minimum ratio of 5.7 to 1 per year for a minimum period of five years
beginning with the date the loan was approved;
(b) demonstrate to the satisfaction of the administrator that the applicant will expend at least $10,000,000 annually in Utah over the base
level of an applicant's prior year's expenditures in the state of Utah;
(c) demonstrate to the satisfaction of the administrator the applicant's
ability to sustain economic activity in the state sufficient to repay, by
means of cash or appropriate credits, the assistance provided by the fund;
and
(d) satisfy other criteria the administrator considers appropriate.
(2) The administrator shall:
(a) make findings as to whether or not each applicant has satisfied
each of the conditions set forth in Subsection (1);
(b) monitor the continued compliance by each applicant with each of
the conditions set forth in Subsection (1);
(c) monitor the compliance by each applicant with the provisions of any
contract or agreement entered into between the applicant and the state as
provided in Section 9-2-1206; and
(d) make funding decisions based upon appropriate findings and compliance.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-5, enacted by L.
1991,ch. 231, § 5; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 241, § 94.

Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as
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§ 63-80-5, and made a corresponding reference
change.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 231 be-

came effective on March 18, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

9-2-1206. Agreements.
The administrator shall enter into agreements with each successful applicant that shall include the specific terms and conditions of each loan or assistance, including repayment schedules, interest rates, specific economic activity required to qualify for the loan or assistance or for repayment credits,
collateral or security, if any, and other terms and conditions considered appropriate by the administrator.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-6, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 231, § 6; renumbered by L. 1992,
ch. 241, § 95.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-80-6.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 231 became effective on March 18, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

PART 13
UTAH CAPITAL ACCESS ACT
9-2-1301.

Short title.

This part shall be known as the "Utah Capital Access Act."
Title 63; the chapter was recompiled as Chapter 82 by the Office of Legislative Research and
General Counsel, because another Chapter 80
had been enacted by 1991 legislation, before it
was renumbered as this part in 1992.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254 became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

History: C. 1953, 63-80-1, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 1; recompiled as 63-82-1; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 96.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-1, and substituted "part" for "chapter."
Compiler's Notes. - The provisions of this
part were originally enacted as Chapter 80 of

9-2-1302. Definitions.
As used in this part:
(1) "Fund" means the Utah Capital Access Fund created under this
part.
(2) "Fund reserve account" means a separate account within the fund
created for each participating lender.
(3) "Loss" includes any losses on the enrolled loan revolving principal,
accrued interest, and documented out-of-pocket expenses.
(4) "Participating lender" means any state or federally regulated financial institution or branch thereof that:
(a) has commercial lending experience; and
(b) enters into an arrangement with the state treasurer under this
chapter to establish a special loan portfolio and to pay fees and premiums into the fund in order to qualify for loan loss or default protection.
(5) "Special loan portfolio" means any loan or loans filed for enrollment
with the state treasurer under this part in order to be covered against
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losses. A loan in the special loan portfolio may be in the form of a line of
credit.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-2, enacted by L.
1991,ch. 254, § 2; recompiled as 63-82-2; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 97.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as

§ 63-82-2, and substituted "part" for "chapter"
in three places.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

9-2-1303. Utah Capital Access Fund.
(1) There is created within the office of the state treasurer the Utah Capital
AccessFund. The purpose of the fund shall be to encourage lending institutions to make debt capital more readily available to new and expanding businesses in Utah. The fund shall consist of any money appropriated by the
Legislature, fees and premiums paid by participating lenders, any other
money from any other source, public or private, and interest and income
earned on these monies.
(2) The state treasurer shall administer and supervise the fund in all aspects.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-3, enacted by L.
1991,ch. 254, § 3; recompiled as 63-82-3; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 98.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-3.

Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.
Cross-References. - State treasurer, Title
67, Chapter 4.

9-2-1304. Fund reserve accounts.
The state treasurer shall establish a separate fund reserve account within
the fund for each participating lender paying premiums. Each fund reserve
account shall consist of the fees and premiums paid by the participating
lenders, interest and income earned on these monies, and other monies available from the fund. Monies in the fund reserve account of a participating
lender may be used, pledged, and dedicated only to offset losses on loans
within the special loan portfolio of the participating lender.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-4, enacted by L.
1991,ch. 254, § 4; recompiled as 63-82-4; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 99.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-4.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

9-2-1305. Conditions for match -

Special loan portfolios.

In order to receive matching monies from the fund, a participating lender
shall establish a special loan portfolio consisting of commercial loans that
cannototherwise be made within the guidelines established by the participating lender for making loans in the normal course of business.
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History: C. 1953, 63-80-5, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 5; recompiled as 63-82-5; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 100.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

9-2-1306.

Premiums -

this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-5.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

Administrative

costs -

Transfers.

(1) When a participating lender makes a loan that qualifies it to be placed
within a special loan portfolio, the premium charges payable to the fund
reserve account by the participating lender and the borrower shall be prescribed by the participating lender. The amount paid by the borrower may not
be less than 1.5% of the principal amount of the loan nor more than 3.5% of
the principal amount of the loan. The amount paid by the participating lender
shall be equal to the amount paid by the borrower. This amount shall then be
deposited into the fund reserve account of the participating lender making the
loan. The participating lender may recover from the borrower the cost of the
participating lender's payment in any manner agreed to by the participating
lender and the borrower.
(2) The state treasurer may withdraw up to 50% of all interest or income
earned on money in the fund for costs incurred in administering the fund. Any
interest remaining in the fund or in any fund reserve account shall remain in
the fund or account.
(3) When enrolling a loan, the state treasurer shall transfer into the fund
an amount determined as follows:
(a) If the amount of any loan made by a participating lender, plus the
amount of loans previously enrolled by that participating lender, is less
than $750,000, the state treasurer shall deposit into the fund in each case
•an amount equal to:
(i) 150% of the combined amounts paid into the fund by the borrower and the participating lender for each enrolled loan in all areas
of the state except those designated as enterprise zones under Title
59, Chapter 20 [§ 9-2-401 et seq.]; or
(ii) 200% of the combined amounts paid into the fund by the borrower and the participating lender for each enrolled loan in areas
designated as enterprise zones under Title 59, Chapter 20 [§ 9-2-401
et seq.].
(b) If prior to the enrollment of the loan the amount ofloans previously
enrolled equals or exceeds $750,000, the state treasurer shall transfer
into the fund an amount equal to the combined amounts paid into the
fund by the borrower and the participating lender for each enrolled loan.
(c) If the amount of loans previously enrolled by a participating lender
is less than $750,000 but the enrollment of a loan will cause the aggregate amount of all loans enrolled by that participating lender to exceed
$750,000, the state treasurer shall transfer into the fund an amount
equal to a percentage of the combined amount paid by the participating
lender and the borrower, which percentage shall be determined:
(i) by multiplying by 150 that portion of the loan which when
added to the amount of all previously enrolled loans totals $750,000;
(ii) by multiplying the balance of the loan by 100; and
(iii) by adding together the products of such computations and dividing the sum by the total amount of the loan.
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(4) In any three-year period, the state treasurer may not transfer more
than $50,000 from the fund into any fund reserve account for any one borrower.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-6, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 6; recompiled as 63-82-6; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 101.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-6.

Compiler's Notes. - Title 59, Chapter 20,
cited in Subsection (3)(a), has been renumbered as Part 4 of this chapter.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

9-2-1307. Loan losses.
If any loss or default occurs on any loan within a participating lender's
special loan portfolio, the lender may withdraw any amount up to the actual
amount lost from its fund reserve account to cover that loss or default. If the
amount in the fund reserve account is insufficient to cover the loss, the participating lender shall absorb the loss and the state, the state treasurer, and the
state's agencies, instrumentalities, and political subdivisions are not liable for
any such losses.
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-7.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

History: C. 1953, 63-80-7, enacted by L.
1991,ch. 254, § 7; recompiled as 63-82-7; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 102.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

9-2-1308. Enrolling -

Claims.

(1) (a) For each loan to be covered under this chapter, each participating
lender shall enroll the loan with the state treasurer within ten days after
the loan is made.
(b) The state treasurer shall keep an accurate record of the participating lender's special loan portfolio and its fund reserve account.
(2) For each claim on the fund made under this chapter, each participating
lender shall file a request with the state treasurer within ten days after the
participating lender has charged off all or part of the loan as a loss.
(3) If a participating lender makes a claim and there are insufficient monies in the fund reserve account to cover the entire amount of that claim, and
the amount of loans previously enrolled by that participating lender is less
than $750,000, the state treasurer shall pay to the participating lender an
amount equal to the current balance in the fund reserve account. That claim
shall then be abated until the remaining balance of the claim is not greater
than 75% of the balance in the fund reserve account, then the state treasurer,
upon the request of the lender, shall pay the remaining balance of the claim.
(4) The state treasurer shall develop a contract to be used between the
participating lender and the borrower that shall adequately protect the state's
interests in collateral used to secure loans and other interests of the state that
the state treasurer considers necessary.
(5) The state treasurer shall determine the form and content of the enrolling and claim forms to be used.
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History: C. 1953, 63-80-8, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 8; recompiled as 63-82-8; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 103.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

9-2-1309.

Restrictions

this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-8.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

on loans.

(1) Monies from the fund or from any fund reserve account may not be used
to offset loans made for:
(a) construction or purchase of permanent residential housing;
(b) financing the purchase of real property for the purposes of deriving
income from speculation, trade, or rental, unless the real property is used
or intended to be used for the operation of the business; or
(c) refinancing loans that were not part of the special loan portfolio of
the participating lender unless additional or new financing is extended by
the participating lender as part of the refinancing and the portion of the
loan to be covered does not exceed the amount of additional or new financmg.
(2) Monies from the fund or from any fund reserve account shall be used
exclusively to offset loans made for projects of which the primary economic
impact is made in Utah.
(3) Each participating lender shall determine all other conditions for making the loan.
this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-9.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

History: C. 1953, 63-80-9, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 9; recompiled as 63-82-9; renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 104.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

9-2-1310.

Termination -

Withdrawal.

(1) (a) If matching money is no longer available in the fund, the state
treasurer may terminate his obligation under this part to enroll loans.
(b) If a participating lender fails to comply with the intent or provisions of this part or with the provisions of any agreement entered into
pursuant to this chapter, the state treasurer may terminate his obligation
under this part to enroll loans for that participating lender.
(2) (a) The termination described in Subsection (1) shall be applicable on
the effective date specified in the notice of termination, except that the
termination may not apply to any loan made on or before the date on
which the notice of termination is received by the participating lender.
(b) If the state treasurer is terminating the enrollment of loans not
merely for the participating lender but instead for all participating
lenders under this part, the state treasurer shall provide notice of at least
90 days to the participating lender.
(c) Any terminations under Subsection (1) shall be prospective only,
and do not apply to any loans previously enrolled under this chapter,
except that if a previously enrolled loan is refinanced, the amount covered
under this part may not be increased beyond the covered amount as previously enrolled.
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(3) (a) Any participating lender may withdraw from the Capital Access
Program under this part upon written notice to the state treasurer 30
days before the date of withdrawal. This withdrawal shall be applicable
on the effective date specified in the notice of withdrawal, except that the
withdrawal may not apply to any loan made on or before the date on
which the notice of withdrawal is received by the state treasurer.
(b) Any withdrawals under this subsection shall be prospective only,
and do not apply to any loans previously enrolled under this chapter,
except that if a previously enrolled loan is refinanced, the amount covered
under this part may not be increased beyond the covered amount as previously enrolled.
(c) If a participating lender chooses to withdraw, it has no claim on any
monies left in the fund or in any fund reserve account.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-10, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 10; recompiled as 63-82-10;
renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 105.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as

9-2-1311. Reports -

§ 63-82-10, and substituted "part" for "chapter" throughout the section.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

Audits.

(1) The state treasurer shall report to the Legislature at least quarterly on
the activities of the fund. The report shall include, but not be limited to,
information on location of all borrowers and participating lenders, amount
and type of financial assistance being requested, and type of project or product
being financed.
(2) The state treasurer shall provide to each participating lender monthly
transaction reports indicating the balance in its fund reserve account, payments and transfers into the account, withdrawals from the account, and
interest or income earned on money credited to the account. The records of the
state treasurer with respect to all payments and transfers into the account,
withdrawals from the account, and interest or income earned on the money
credited to the account shall be available to the participating lender at the
officeof the state treasurer during normal business hours.
(3) (a) The state auditor, or a certified public accountant appointed by the
state auditor, annually shall conduct and remit to the Legislature a program and financial audit of the fund and, in the conduct of the audit, shall
have access to all records of the fund at any time, whether or not confidential.
(b) Each audit required by this section shall include a determination of
whether the fund is likely to be able to continue to meet its obligations,
including a report on the status of outstanding loans and agreements
made by the fund.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-11, enacted by L.
1991,ch. 254, § 11; recompiled as 63-82-11;
renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 106.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered

this section, which formerly appeared as
§ 63-82-11.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.
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State agency support.

All departments and agencies of state government shall provide full cooperation to the state treasurer in the performance of his duties, powers, and
responsibilities under this part.
History: C. 1953, 63-80-12, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 254, § 12; recompiled as 63-82-12;
renumbered by L. 1992, ch. 241, § 107.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, renumbered
this section, which formerly appeared as

§ 63-82-12, and substituted "part" for "chapter."
Effective Dates. - Laws 1991, ch. 254, became effective on April 29, 1991, pur!Juant to
Utah ~onst., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

PART 14
BIOTECHNOLOGY REGULATION
Compiler's Notes. -This part was enacted as Part 11 of this chapter; pecause of the creation
of another Part 11 by L. 1992, ch. 241, this part has been renumbered by the Office of Legislative
Research anq General Counsel.

9-2-1401.

Definitions.

As used in this part, "biotechnology" is:
(1) the modification of living organisms by recombinant DNA techniques; and
(2) a means to accomplish, through genetic engineering, the same
kinds of modifications accomplished through traditional genetic techniques such as crossbreeding.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1992, ch. 153 became effective on April 27, 1992, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

History: C. 1953, 9-2-1101, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 153, § 1; recompiled as C. 1953,
9-2-1401.

9-2-1402.

Confidential

information.

A state agency having access under federal law to biotechnology trade secrets and related confidential information shall manage the trade secrets and
related confidential records as protected records under Title 63, Chapter 2,
Government Records Access and Management Act. The records described in
this section may be disclosed urider the balancing provisions of Title 63, Chapter 2, when a determination is made that disclosure is essential for the protection of the public's health or environme:qt.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1992, ch. 153 became effective on April 27, 1992, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

History: C. 1953, 9-2-1102, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 153, § 2; recompiled as C. 1953,
9-2-1402.
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9-2-1403. Preemption

of local regulation.

A county, city, town, or other political subdivision may not regulate the
technological processes relating to the development and use of biotechnologically created materials and organisms. This preemption does not
affect the powers of a county, city, town, or other political subdivision, including but not limited to the power to regulate land use, business, industry,
construction, and public utilities, to protect the public health or environment,
or to provide fire protection and other public safety services.
History: C. 1953, 9-2-1103, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 153, § 3; recompiled as C. 1953,
9-2-1403.

Effective Dates. - Laws 1992, ch. 153 became effective on April 27, 1992, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

CHAPTER 3
TRAVEL DEVELOPMENT
Sunset Act. -

See Section 63-55-209 for the repeal date of this chapter.

Part 1
General Provisions

Section
9-3-302.

Reserved.
Definitions.

9-3-303.

Section
9-3-101.
9-3-102.

9-3-304.

Part 2
Division of Travel Development
9-3-201. Board of Travel Development.
9-3-202. Members Meetings - Expenses.
9-3-203. Board duties.
9-3-204. Division of Travel Development
- Powers and duties - Travel
development plan.
9-3-205. Director of di vision.
9-3-206. Agreements with Industrial Commission and Department of
Transportation.
9-3-207. Administrative expenses limited.
9-3-208. Offices in Salt Lake City.

9-3-305.
9-3-306.
9-3-307.

9-3-308.
9-3-309.
9-3-310.
9-3-311.

Part 3
Heber Valley Historic Railroad
Authority
9-3-301. Short title.
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Creation - Members - Chairman - Powers - Quorum Per diem and expenses.
Executive director - Powers and
duties.
Member or employee - Disclosure of interest.
Officer or employee - No forfeiture of office or employment.
Authority - Powers.
Notes, bonds, other obligation Not debt liability - Expenses
payable from funds provided Agency without authority to incur liability on behalf of state.
Relation to certain acts.
Duty to maintain rails.
Lease of rails from Department of
Transportation and Division of
Parks and Recreation.
Sales tax exemption.

